
See All Your Data. 
Make Better 
Decisions.



Connecting  
Decision Makers to 
Enterprise Data



There are more applications, tools and datasets 

available to commercial and government 

organizations than ever before, with more coming 

online every day. Together with existing legacy 

systems, this should mean better decision making. 

But that promise isn’t being fully realized because 

enterprises aren’t able to connect all of their data, 

tools and networks to the leaders and teams who 

need them most.

That’s the problem that Conduce solves.
Conduce provides a single interface to all of an  

organization’s data and all of its enterprise tools,  

without requiring any integration.

All applications. All formats. All sources.  
Unified at last.
Our technology makes any and all enterprise  

information available on a single pane of glass.  

Our systems give decision makers instant, intuitive  

access to the data and tools they need to make 

faster and better decisions. Our solutions unlock 

the power of data, and unleash the ability of 

leaders to drive their organizations forward.



How it Works



Find New Ways to Solve Problems Together
Conduce allows cross-functional teams to access 

and orchestrate data fluidly across locations  

and out in the field, so that they can work as  

an integrated unit to make joint decisions and 

execute tasks that help the organization achieve  

its objectives.

See the Story Your Data is Trying to Tell You
Conduce technology transforms data into stunning 

visualizations that users can orchestrate at will:  

zooming, filtering, rewinding and arranging  

information freely, in order to uncover insights  

that a spreadsheet, chart or dashboard simply  

can’t reveal.

Extract New Value from Existing Investments
Conduce technology embraces data from any 

application. That means no major deployments  

or abrupt changeovers. Decision makers can  

keep their preferred tools, and organizations  

can continue to realize value from previous  

technology investments.

Unify Everything Without Integrating Anything
Conduce technology unites legacy systems,  

new applications and even external feeds at the  

presentation layer, not the data layer. It’s the most 

efficient, least disruptive and least costly way for 

enterprises to give users access to all available 

information and tools.


